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Hi, everybody, this is Craig the water guy!

Thank you for checking out our Fleck 5600SXT water softener.

I'd like to go over the water softener with you to give you a better understanding of what it offers you and help you make a proper buying decision today. So you know I've been doing this for over 33 years. We've been in business for over 28 years here at Quality Water Treatment.

[image: 5600SXT Water Softening Systems by Fleck]

And we have been selling and servicing Fleck systems for over 28 years as a business and with myself working for other companies. So I'm very familiar with Fleck models and Fleck in general. So basically what you're going to find with the Fleck 5600SXT is you're going to find that it is a reliable system. You're going to find that the control valve warranty which is the top are here this mechanical part of the system.

It's the most expensive part of the system as far as the operating system.

When it comes to issues with the system this is where you've got to have it has a 5-year manufacturing control valve warranty.

You see that the mineral tank here which is not a Fleck water tank because Fleck does not build water softeners, they build control valves.

So what are you going to find with Fleck water softeners is your going to find that Fleck does not manufacturer water softeners so you cannot call Fleck also though as Pentair Corporation say "Hey I got a problem with my water softener". They're going to refer you to do like us or whoever you purchased it from to see if they can help you out with it.

So 10 years on the mineral tank, 2 years on the brine tank those are manufacturer warranties through whatever manufacturer the company purchased firms use it at that time that the valve itself is a Fleck which is 5 years.

What you're going to find about the Fleck 5600SXT water softener is that it is a downflow system, it's older technology. So the Fleck water softeners use quite a bit of salt and waste a lot of water per generation. So this particular softener here uses an 8 percent cross like resin which is a high-grade capacity resin that just about everybody in the industry uses.

The difference between the Fleck 5600SXT that we carry that you see are from other companies that are offered the same systems that we use what you call a paddle wheel in the back of the system.

So this system doesn't use a little turbine wheel all the difference is is that the paddle wheel is more robust it doesn't get caught up and hindered by build up on the wheel it causes the stick not to meter your water properly or not meter at all which causes the system not to regenerate which causes you to have hard water at your home.

The turbine itself is that almost everybody else uses as a real small turbine in the back of the system. The power that we have with those over the years is that they do have build up although they do stick and it causes problems.

So a while back ago we switched to the two-meter wheels to eliminate that issue. So we are giving you a better meter wheel than your most of your other dealers out there.

So what I want to do here is I want to show you an upflow softener is going to give you a comparison that benefits it features the Fleck 5600SXT are a downflow water softener like I mentioned earlier. So it wastes a lot of salt water per generation with the 5-year work on the control valve and a 10-year warranty on the tanks.

So we're going to go to water softeners and click on our SoftPro water softeners. SoftPro high-efficiency water softeners are upflow water softeners. So basically what you're going to hear is the water runs down through the tube and upwards through the resin. The same goes through the regeneration process om these.

[image: SoftPro Water Softeners]

It's an upflow variable bringing and everything else on. And because of the new technology and the upflow technology that Fleck does not offer, this system we'll save you up to 75 percent on salt, and 64 percent on the water every regeneration.

Based on manufacturer data that they've done over the years with these systems it will actually save a family for up to $220 per year.

I know it sounds like a lot right but actually the data you could find on our FAQ page where it's all spelled out for you it makes a lot of sense. Want your read it. Salt is not cheap. Salt runs around $6-$7 dollars after tax per 40-pound bag. So that's quite a bit of money right there alone.

If you're on city water where you're paying for your water savings and water waste also pays for itself. So the SoftPro water systems our technology uplfow or actually water softener that pays for itself and continues to pay for itself over the lifetime of the system. You've got to find a better word on our SoftPro systems that you will with Fleck 5600SXT water softener you have a 7-year control valve warranty versus the Fleck 5600SXT has a 5-year warranty and the mineral tank and brine tank has a lifetime warranty compared to Fleck water softener has a 10-year warranty.

Now one of the other big differences between a Fleck water softener and a SoftPro water softener is that SoftPro water softeners are built as a complete system through the same manufacturer. So the tanks the valve or all from the same manufacturer. As a matter of fact, these systems are set over to a 3rd party rating agency called IAPMO which was founded by former employees of WPA a water quality association.

So these systems have actually gone through a seal of approval going through a lot of different testing to make sure that they'd meet plumbing codes and they are utmost quality in order to get that approval stamp it takes, takes quite a bit of testing and time to get that done. So this system is 3rd party rated folks which is very expensive for the manufacturer to get done.

Fleck 5600SXT cannot get that rating. And the reason you can't get that rating because the manufacturer Fleck Pantera corporation does not build water softeners is built out a couple of components only from another party. So there you go on that.

Now the SoftPro PURA Optimus is our 3/4" SoftPro valve which is the same as the 5600SXT which are 3/4 inch as well. If you want to go with a higher flow softener you can go with the SoftPro Elite Basic. The SoftPro Elite Basic is a 1" inch ported all the way through the valve so you do get higher flow rate with this system. It's also high-efficiency just like to Optimus, it has the same savings and everything else but it has a better warranty.

It has a 10-year warranty on the control valve here with the same lifetime of working out the tanks it also has upgraded resin.

The resin is a 10 percent cross leg resin versus the SoftPro Optimus and Fleck 5600SXT are 8 percent. The 10 percent it is more durable against chlorine which is enemy #1 to resin when it breaks it down.

So if I have a 10 percent resin you're guaranteed for it that last longer as it will give you better performance over the years. The other thing that the Elite Basic has besides up low the upgraded resin and better warranty, It has a neoprene washable tank jacket that actually gives you protection on the tank. It gives them a sleek look as well because it has a 3 percent emergency regeneration reserve.

So if you have a high usage day and the system sets as you're going to run out of soft water before the day is out. The system will do a 15-minute quick regeneration of the base used soft water which keeps all your plumbing and your hot water heater free of hardness minerals.

So I hope that helps you, folks, out. There's more information on the SoftPro water softeners throughout our website. 

Thank you for visiting us. Have a great day!
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          “I just wanted to say thank you for your excellent products and service over the past 12 years. ”
          - Daniel R. - Texas
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          “After we installed the Softpro Elite I noticed a significant difference in the house water quality. ”
          - Julie M. - Florida
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          “I decided to go with the Softpro water softener over Fleck. Very impressed and satisfied with their products and customer service! ”
          - Roy P. - California
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            Our LoveWater Partnership

            Together we CAN make a difference.  With your purchase today you will provide a family with clean water for one year!

          

        

      
      
        
      	  
               

              
                
                  Buy With Confidence

                  We use encrypted SSL security to ensure that your credit card information is 100% protected.
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          Join the free QWT Club and we'll keep you up-to-date with the latest about water quality!
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            Need Help? Speak to an Expert!
            1-866-278-4130
            1-866-278-4130

            Mon-Fri 9am-7pm CST
          

        
      

    

  




  
    
    
    

    
      
    

    
      	
	
	
	


    

    
      	
	
	
	


    

    
      
    

    
      
    

  

  © 2024 Quality Water Treatment. All rights reserved. 
Find the Best Whole House or Commercial SoftPro & Fleck Water Softener & RO (Reverse Osmosis) Water Filtration Systems from America's Top Rated Authorized Water Softener Distributor Dealer!
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          purchased a
          SoftPro® Elite Water Softener for Well Water (Best Seller & Lifetime Warranty) 
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          purchased a
          SoftPro Smart Home+ Water Softener with DROP Technology 
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          purchased a
          SoftPro® Elite Salt-Free Water Softener / Saltless - No Salt Conditioner (Lifetime Warranty) 
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          purchased a
          SoftPro® Whole House Chlorine+ Filter - Chlorine, Chloramine, and Pesticide Removal Filter 
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          purchased a
          SoftPro Green Reverse Osmosis Water System (High-Efficiency, 50 GPD) 
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          purchased a
          SoftPro Spin-Down Sediment Separator Filter 
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          purchased a
          Portable RV Water Softener by SoftPro (Lifetime Warranty) 
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          purchased a
          SoftPro Iron Master AIO Water Filtration System - Remove Iron, Sulfur, & Manganese. Improve pH. 
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          purchased a
          SoftPro® pH Neutralizer Calcite Water Filter (Neutralize Acidic Water) 
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          purchased a
          SoftPro Catalytic Carbon Filter - Auto Backwash, 1" (Lifetime Warranty) 
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          purchased a
          Reverse Osmosis (RO) Replacement Filters [SoftPro] 
        

      

    
  

  

  

	
  
  
  
    
  


  
  
  






     
    
  
  
    


